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72 of 74 review helpful I hate giving Harry Turtledove just 3 stars By Customer I hate giving Harry Turtledove just 3 
stars I have most of what he s written on my shelves and most of that in hardback Another reviewer noted HT s 
formula if there were more power players here a couple of very highly placed Soviets and at least one more American 
this book would have been very engaging But I simply can t must In his acclaimed novels of alternate history Harry 
Turtledove has scrutinized the twisted soul of the twentieth century from the forces that set World War I in motion to 
the rise of fascism in the decades that followed Now this masterly storyteller turns his eyes to the aftermath of World 
War II and asks In an era of nuclear posturing what if the Cold War had suddenly turned hot nbsp Bombs Away begins 
with President Harry Truman in desperate consu Praise for Bombs Away nbsp ldquo A fascinating and compelling 
story of real people caught in forces beyond their control Harry Turtledove is the unrivaled monarch of alternate 
history rdquo mdash Analog 
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